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WORK EXPERIENCE

In charge of having an up-to-date ecosystem that has some 
consistency and follows good code practices in the web team

Cool things done:
- Lead the Frontend stack of Glovo (Vue.js, Nuxt.js, Node, 
GraphQL)
- Lead the Growth / B2B team
- Implement & A/B Test multiple RPO improvements
- Implement Glovo Prime
- Implement Glovo Member Get Member program
- Implement Glovo Business
.

GLOVO
Sept 2017 - current
Barcelona

LEAD FRONTEND ENGINEER

Lead the migration of all the frontend stack of Glovo to Vue.js
- Develop the Customer v2 PWA allowing customers to place 
orders
- Develop the Partners PWA to allow partners to handle their 
orders and sync their schedules
- Improve the Customer Android app (RXJava, Events buses, 
Retrofit, Butterknife)

GLOVO
Sept 2015 - Sept 2017
Barcelona

FRONTEND ENGINEER

A small startup where as a one-man-team I developed the 
Android app and website of Oliva Card, a loyalty solution for 
small merchants. Learnt a lot implementing QRs, NFC and 
different technologies in Android

OLIVA CARD
Feb 2015 - Sept 2015
Barcelona

SOFTWARE ENGINEER

First job out of the university: software consultancy. Learnt 
Java, Databases, Spring, Hibernate and even Adobe Flex!
.

EVERIS
2013 - 2015
Barcelona

SOLUTIONS ANALYST

EDUCATION

Elementary & High School - Barcelona
.

1992- 2006 LYÇÉE FRANÇAIS de BARCELONE

Telecommunications Engineering - Telematics speciality

.

2006 - 2013 UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA de BARCELONA

PROFILE

Born in 1988, Boston (USA) and living in 
Barcelona since I was a child. Telecomu-
nications Engineer

My adventure started with Android, but 
nowadays I work as a Frontend Tech 
Lead. Open source and exciting projects 
are a must in my life.

OFF-WORK

I don’t stop doing things.
At a tech level, right now you’ll see me 
coding and learning:
- Blockchain & Smart Contracts
- Bots/AI/Machine Learning
- Open source projects

But a better thing than learning is to be 
able to teach and communicate your 
knowledge. That is why you’ll see me: 
- In a bunch of Meetups
- Going to conferences
- Writing as much as I can in blogs/web-
sites
- I even gave a TEDx talk!

Also, my love to Android comes from my 
first big project. In 2009, I co-funded one 
of the biggest Android related websites 
in Spain: El Androide Libre. We grew it 
from nothing to more than 200k 
visitors/day. Ask me about it and I’ll talk 
for hours!

- Javascript: Working with ES6 & ES7 on a 
daily basis. Touching all the frameworks 
(Angular, React) and in love with Vue 
(making-a-library level). Node.js for the 
backend. Battled with Webpack.
- Android: Android, Java & Kotlin.
- FrontEnd: CSS in a smart way, Flexbox, 
GridLayout and preprocessors.  

SKILLS


